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PORTfOliO CaPiTal Gains in 2014
Follow Up on the ‘Goings On’ at Abuls, Bone & Eller

We are tax conscious investors and employ 
managers who exhibit low turnover in most cases.  
Yet, this year is shaping up to be a year we are 
anticipating portfolio income, in particular capital 
gains, will be larger than average.  Capital gains 
are anticipated to be more than average for two 
reasons.

First we expect fund capital gain distributions to 
be larger than average.  In a typical year we might 
estimate equity fund capital gain distributions at 
2% of the current market value; e.g. $500,000 
market value would produce $10,000 of capital 
gain distributions and $1500 of capital gain tax.  
We are anticipating equity fund distributions to 
be approximately 5-6% on average in 2014.  The 
markets are in the fifth year of a profitable stock 
market cycle.  As a result, the managers of stock 
funds have unrealized gains in their portfolios.  
With current valuation levels higher and stock 
price sell targets being reached, fund managers 
are selling positions and realizing larger than 
average gains.

The second reason for more realized gains is 
due to our active rebalancing of portfolios in 
2014.  In general, we were more active than 

normal in selling equity allocations and rebalanc-
ing to income investments.  As the stock market 
has grown proportionately faster than the fixed 
income markets, we have trimmed equity alloca-
tions to balance the portfolio allocation between 
equity and income investments.

For some investors, portfolios are in a distribu-
tion phase.  These portfolios have potentially 
required more sales of equity assets, as well.  As 
interest rates have reached 30-year lows, the 
amount of income portfolios can generate from 
interest and dividends is low; i.e. 2.50% to 3.50%.  
Therefore, in some cases the sale of principal is 
required to supplement the lower portfolio yields 
available today.

The good news is that portfolios have experi-
enced good gains and the capital gains will be 
taxed at the federal level at a 15% marginal rate 
in most instances.  None of this is applicable to 
tax qualified accounts such as IRAs.  

Do not hesitate to contact us about an estimate 
of your portfolio taxable income.  You may want 
to share these estimates with your tax preparer.  
Any adjustments to quarterly taxes can be made 
in the fourth quarter filing if necessary.



The group of Abuls, Bone & Eller is 
committed to providing you the highest 
possible level of service.  Last quarter we 
addressed our most popular request with 
the most questions– funds disbursements.  
This quarter we would like to clarify 
Letters of Authorization – the two types 
and the requests which most often require 
them.

ONE TIME LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION
The one-time authorization is most 
frequently used when requesting a check, 
wire, or journal of funds to a third party.  
Any recipient other than the Raymond 
James account owner is considered a third 
party.  We do have forms for each of the 
above types of transactions; please call 
our office for more information.  If you 
decide to forward your own, please supply 
the following:

• THIRD PARTY CHECK REQUEST OR WIRE 
TRANSFER

o Transfer amount
o Third-party name, address and 
relationship
o Wires only, please add–
    ■  Recipient bank name, routing 

number and account number
o  Any additional information required by 

the recipient to ensure proper credit 
(i.e. reference information, further 
credit to, etc.)

o Signature of all account owners
    ■  The signature(s) must be on your 

request and any subsequent pages 
supplied by a third-party (such 
as a bank, title company, plan 
administrator, etc.)

•  THIRD PARTY JOURNAL REQUEST (To/from 
a Raymond James Account)

o Account Name
o Account Number
o Dollar amount or securities to be 
moved
o Signature of all account owners.

STANDING LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION
A standing letter of authorization is 
created when a client anticipates frequent 
check requests, wire transfers or journal 
requests to the same third-party recipient.  
Just as the one time letter, we can provide 
you a form or you can supply your own.  
Please provide the same information as 
above but specifically indicate that you 
are granting standing authorization.  Once 
approved, this is valid for up to two years.

COMING IN 2015!
eSignature is Raymond James' solution 
to provide an easy, efficient, and secure 
method to obtain electronic signing of 
eligible Raymond James forms while 
ensuring the identity of the signing 
parties. Raymond James has partnered 
with DocuSign to provide this safe and 
secure online document-management 
service.  This is currently in beta testing 
and is expected to be available within the 
1st quarter of 2015.  Until then please 
forward your signed request via scan and 
email, fax or mail.  We cannot accept 
authorization via phone or typed email.
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Views expressed in this newsletter are the current opinion of the 
author, but not necessarily those of Raymond James & associ-
ates. The author’s opinions are subject to change without notice. 
information contained in this report was received from sources 
believed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed. Past 
performance is not indicative of future results. This is not a rec-
ommendation or a solicitation to buy or sell any security.  invest-
ments and strategies mentioned may not be suitable for all inves-
tors. Investing always involves risk and you may incur a profit or 
loss. no investment strategy can guarantee success. international 
investing involves additional risks such as currency fluctuations, 
differing financial accounting standards, and possible political and 
economic instability. These risks are greater in emerging markets. 
There is an inverse relationship between interest rate movements 
and bond prices. Generally, when interest rates rise, bond prices 
fall and when interest rates fall, bond prices rise.
Diversification and strategic asset allocation do not ensure a 
profit or protect against a loss. Investments are subject to market 
risk, including possible loss of principal. Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) is the annual market value of all goods and services pro-
duced domestically by the Us. alternative investment strategies 
involve greater risks and are only appropriate for the most sophis-
ticated, knowledgeable and wealthiest of investors. High-yield 
bonds are not suitable for all investors.  When appropriate, these 
bonds should only comprise a modest portion of your portfolio.
The s&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks. 
The MsCi Emerging Markets index is designed to measure equity 
market performance in global emerging markets. The Russell 
2000 index is an unmanaged index of small cap securities which 
generally involve greater risks. Barclays Capital U.s. aggregate 
Bond index is made up of the Barclays Capital U.s. Government 
/ Corporate Bond index, Mortgage-Backed securities index, and 
asset-Based securities index, including securities that are of 
investment grade quality or better, have at least one year to 
maturity, and have an outstanding par value of at least $100 

million. The MsCi EafE (Europe, australia, and far East) index is 
an unmanaged index that is generally considered representative 
of the international stock market. These international securities 
involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing 
financial accounting standards, and possible political and eco-
nomic instability. The Dow Jones-UBs Commodity index aims to 
provide broadly diversified representation of commodity markets 
as an asset class.  it is not possible to invest directly in an index.  
The Vanguard REiT index is a real estate investment trust fund 
that offers investors wide exposure in the real estate sector at a 
low price.  The fund holds each of its stocks in approximately the 
same proportion as the weighting in the MsCi Us REiT index.  it 
is not possible to invest directly in an index.
The nasDaQ Composite index is an unmanaged index of all 
stocks traded on the nasDaQ over-the-counter market. The Dow 
Jones industrial average is an unmanaged index of 30 widely held 
securities. 
The value of fixed income securities fluctuates and investors may 
receive more or less than their original investments if sold prior to 
maturity.  Bonds are subject to price change and availability.
This analysis does not include transaction costs and tax consider-
ations.  if included these costs would reduce an investor’s return. 
as federal and state tax rules are subject to frequent changes, 
you should consult with a qualified tax advisor prior to making 
any investment decision. Raymond James does not provide legal 
or tax advice on these or any other transactions.
Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the 
certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
and federally registered CFP (with flame logo) in the U.S., which 
it awards to individuals who successfully complete CfP Board’s 
initial and ongoing certification requirements.
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